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It gives me great pleasure to welcomeyou to the 3rd edition of Sight Matters.

We are really grateful for what God has

been doing via PSF and the numerous lives

that have been touched as a result. 

Feedback from most of our missions 

indicate that many people across Africa are

faced with either putting food on the table

or having basic healthcare (eyecare 

inclusive). The gap we are doing our utmost

to fill is providing basic eyecare for free

thereby enabling people in already difficult

terrains to focus on their survival and 

upkeep with this all so important sense in

tip top condition.

We believe 2018 will be our most productive year yet as we have set ourselves exacting 

targets to increase our impact. Just totting up the statistics to date is a testament to the 

missions’ accomplishments but we are not sitting on our laurels as there are so many more

lives that require a touch. 2017 was not without its challenges but we surmounted them

and recorded the highest number of people seen since the mission was launched.

Biyi is completely sold to the vision and as the strategic and operation driver of the mandate

as well as being the face of PSF, works tirelessly to ensure we are breaking new grounds

with relevant initiatives. Her unstinting effort is appreciated by all the communities who have 

benefited from the mission.

Sit back, relax and enjoy the informative read that will give you greater insight into our 

operations. We truly testify that “Sight Matters “. 

Warm regards

Ade Adewumi

Welcome!
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BANSANG MONTHLY OUTREACH

We are so pleased to announce that we started the

Bansang Monthly Outreach in March 2017. Tata

Jobe was commissioned as the Project Manager. We decided

to run it on a 3-month trial to see how it would work.  Our

target was to attend to 100 people every month, give out

35 eye drops and partner with the local hospital to help 

perform 5 Cataract Operations. We were so happy to see

the difference it made as we reached the target of 300 

people and paid for 15 Operations in that short time.  We

knew it was best to continue to the end of the year and by

this time we had seen over 1220 people and performed 43

Cataract Operations. 
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Due to the impact and success, we 
have doubled up on our outreach 
numbers and are pleased to announce
that from January 2018 we are now 
seeing 200 people per month and 
sponsor 10 cataract operations. We have
also decided against restricting  the 
Outreach to the Bansang area alone and
now go to other villages to reach even
more people. 

On the 4th to 6th April, Biyi and Kemi Salami (Trustee)

chaperoned by Patricia Smith (who hails from Sierra

Leone) went off to Freetown for their first trip to Sierra

Leone. From 4th to 6th April we set up in the rural UK

twinned town of Hastings in a Community Centre where

we were met with  a variety of cases and ailments (as

usual). PSF saw over 350 people over 3 days and provided

over 150 eye drops and over 200 pairs of glasses (58 

prescription and over 150 readers). We worked hard and

the people of Freetown were very grateful for our help.

They were insistent that the service provided is essential.

They want us back desperately. As a result of this PSF 

visited SightSavers International in Freetown where we

were met with Mr Willie Koroma who was our link to 

fitting any glasses that would need glazing. We had a brief

tour of their operation and could see the hundreds of 

patients they were trying to see. They were truly 

overwhelmed and inundated, they were really struggling

to cope with providing the basic eyecare needed and as

such PSF decided as a gesture of goodwill to donate 150

pairs of lenses to them. These were delivered by PSF’s 

representative Pat Smith in May. 

SIERRA LEONE 



PSF were very pleased to partner with Sparkle Charity for the less privileged at their annual 

Children’s day event in Makoko, Lagos on 31st May 2017. Our home pitch for the day was

Makoko Community School, Adekunle. PSF were there to do their thing. Simbo Ojuroye (Sparkle CEO)

saw there was a need for some of the children to have their eyes tested – and she wasn’t wrong as

eye drops and glasses were prescribed to a good number of them. 

PSF SPARKLES FOR LESS PRIVILEDGED 
CHILDREN IN MAKOKO
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It was one of the most challenging of our outreaches so far as they found it hard to communicate

with some of the more illiterate children.  Overall we were very humbled and privileged to help 

children in particular on this outreach. We saw about 150 children, prescribed 21 pairs of glasses and

gave out over 50 eye drops.  

STORMING IKENNE 

Moji Adebajo invited PSF to Ikenne to
support the community as she was

convinced that there was a desperate need.
We were privileged to have the use of 
the Peak International School Hall, Ikenne
which was a very spacious venue. We were 
well received by Moji and Temitope Opeaye 
(Principal, Peak International School) who
were our hosts for the period. We set up
about 9am on the 27th of July and people
started trickling in, however, within a couple
of hours the queues got longer and we saw
over 200 people on day 1. 
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On the morning of the 28th, prior to our arrival
word had gotten round and a queue had already
formed – it was so bad that we had to close the
gates as we were so inundated – for the first time
in PSF’s existence we ran out of glasses! We 
managed to give out over 240 pairs of glasses
whilst there and on our return from the trip we
had to order another 80 pairs of reading glasses
to send back! In conclusion, it was very evident
that Moji’s conviction was right – the community
really needed our service!

Bayo Adewumi led a team of Opticians to 
Campos Square, in the heart of Lagos, Nigeria

as we partnered with the Opthalmological Society
of Nigeria (Lagos State Branch) to give free 
eye screening at the Eti Osa, Local Council 
Development Area. PSF were commissioned to
manage the prescription and reading glasses 
section only and as such a small team of 4 were
deployed on the day. Prescription glasses were
provided to over 70 people and reading glasses to
over 200 others.

The outreach as usual was very successful and in
Bayo’s words “the mission was one of the most 
hectic that we have ever conducted but the joy on
the patient’s faces when they were given their
glasses would melt any heart!”

WORLD SIGHT DAY WITH THE LAGOS STATE BRANCH
OF THE OPTHALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF NIGERIA



To conclude our World Sight Day celebrations,
PSF undertook the Ojodu taster on 23rd 

October at St Paul’s Anglican Church. Biyi 
attended the outreach and she was very pleased
to see the number of people turn up and the 
actual needs of the attendees. Ojodu is a semi
rural area on the outskirts of Lagos. It is a diverse
and densely populated community with a lot of 
locals – many in low paid menial jobs.  We were 
privileged to see 198 people and provided glasses
to 145 of them – our highest people to glasses
ratio so far.

Our final program of 2017 was our Christmas Sight Outreach

which, was our biggest and most successful Outreach of the

year. The Outreach consisted of a 5 day Outreach in Nigeria and a

1 day Christmas Bonanza in the Gambia. The Nigerian team were

very excited to have 4 youngsters onboard, Temi Adewumi, Tobi

Salami, Tomi Salami and our young missionary Juwa Adewumi.

We started in Nigeria on 20th December in Ojodu, Lagos where

we returned to St Paul’s Anglican Church. We saw over 250 people

on the day and gave out over 120 pairs of glasses. The Reverend

and Staff of the Church were very grateful for the services of PSF

in the locality as it helped bring more people to Church. 

That evening, after a hectic day, the team went to Ishara in Ogun

State and provided a 2 day service on the 21st and 22nd December.

We were hosted by Dr Dara Odubogun of Cottage Clinic 

Foundation, Ishara, who unfortunately was unavoidably unavailable

on the 2 days. Approximately 490 people were seen.
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OJODU TASTER 

CHRISTMAS SIGHT OUTREACH 
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We had the privilege of Dr Ola Ajayi attending the Outreach on
the 22nd December and he was greatly impressed at the scale of
our operations and professionalism.  We also had our Trustee Dr 
Modupe Olorunnimbe, a Consultant Optometrist join us -who
rolled her sleeves up and saw a number of more serious cases,
which was a real bonus. Her expertise was invaluable on the day
and we always look forward to her attending sites with us as her
input and clinical oversight continues to keep us on our toes! 

The final day was at Cane City (under a bridge) at Maryland, Lagos
in conjunction with the Redeemed Christian Church of God (Area
3, Zone 4, Province 5) as we normally do at their annual ‘Let’s Go
A Fishing’ Program where over 100 individuals were attended to.
The venue was very different to what we were used to as we were
in the middle of a marketplace under a main transport road
bridge. We gave out 28 pairs of prescription glasses and over 40
pairs of reading glasses and the locals were very grateful!

The Banjul Monthly outreach took place on the 23rd of 
December  with Tata Jobe at the helm. We named it our 
Christmas Bonanza as we doubled our numbers and saw 220 
people, gave out over 100 eye drops and catered for 8 Cataract
Operations. 
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2017 IMPACT STATISTICS 
People seen                                                                                     
GAMBIA
Bansang monthly Outreach                                1,220

SIERRA LEONE
Freetown Outreach                                                350

NIGERIA 
Sparkle                                                                   150
Ikenne                                                                    550
World Sight Day                                                     320
Ojodu Taster                                                           200
CSA - 2017                                                             890
Owo                                                                        530
                                                                                                                                                                 4,210
Glasses provided
Sierra Leone                                                          210
Nigeria                                                                  1140
Cataract Surgeries performed in The Gambia         48

2018 PLANS
BANSANG OUTREACH (Monthly)
•  See 200 people and sponsor 10 Cataract Operations every month.  

COLLABORATION WITH FAF (Funmi Adewole Foundation) (April/May 2018)
•  Join FAF for 3 days on their annual general health outreach in April/May to manage the 
    eyecare section. 

ANGEL’S PROJECT (May 2018) 
•  Provide 2 days outreach in Mopa, Kogi State.  

IKENNE/ILISHAN OUTREACH (July 2018)
•  Return to Ikenne in July, but this time visit Ilishan too. 

FREETOWN OUTREACH (August 2018)
•  2 day outreach to try and duplicate the Bansang Monthly Outreach.

WORLD SIGHT DAY (October 2018)
•  The Methodist Girl’s High School, Year 7 screening.  

LET’S GO A FISHING (December 2018)
•  Annual Let’s-go-a-fishing’ Outreach.  
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Bayo joined Biyi on the first trip to Nigeria and has been

working for PSF since then. His naturally caring disposition

made him immediately fall for the cause wholeheartedly and he

decided from then henceforth he was committed to the work.

Bayo has earned his position by availing himself at all times and

offering to take a huge amount of operational work off Biyi’s

hands. With him spearheading the Outreaches in Nigeria, Biyi

does not need to physically attend them all and  they are all very

successful. Bayo is hardworking, diligent and resilient – three

main ingredients needed to ensure that the work is done to a

high standard. Bayo is already working hard to co-ordinate all

the projects that will be done in Nigeria this year and is looking

to work more on the proposed Ghanaian projects in 2019.

Tata is a Gambian indigene who studied Opthamology

in The Gambia but is very passionate about the 

provision of eyecare for ‘his people’ as he often says. Biyi

met Tata on her first trip to the Gambia in 2015 and his

sheer dedication and commitment to the work made him

stand out. Every trip that Biyi went on, Tata was there to

help. His selflessness and can do attitude was what won

him the position of the Country Lead. Since March 2017

he has spearheaded the ‘Bansang Monthly Outreach’

which has now been expanded to other needy local 

communities. In 2017, with Tata’s help PSF reached over

1000 Gambians. This year we are already in good stead

to double that number.   He is also scheduled to replicate

the Bansang template in Sierra Leone in 2018.

BAYO
ADEWUMI

TATA JOBE

MEET OUR COUNTRY
COUNTRY MANAGERS 
As our service grew in 2017, PSF were privileged to gain two invaluable members of the team. Bayo
Adewumi and Tata Jobe. They have been appointed to manage the Nigeria\Ghana and The Gambia
Operations respectively. They have kept up good standards for PSF and have been crucial in the 
success and progress of the organisation.  PSF are grateful for the contributions of Bayo and Tata
and are happy that we are in good stead for a fantastic and fulfilling 2018 with them onboard. 

NIGERIA AND GHANA

THE GAMBIA



2017 FUNDRAISERS 
Ethan Adebonojo and Woodcote House School, Surrey.
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Joshua Emmanuel 
Joshua is our first celebrity fundraiser. He currently plays for 

Ipswich Town Football club (2nd Division) and makes 

appearances and talks to aspiring young footballers to encourage

and motivate them. Joshua is a keen fan of PSF and makes a 

donation to the cause monthly. He is always looking out for even

more reasons and ways to support the Charity. He genuinely

loves the cause and sees the benefits of what we do. Joshua 

approached Biyi to tell her that he would be donating the 

proceeds of one of his talks to PSF.  He presented us with a much

needed £500 and we are truly grateful. Thanks Josh!

PSF had the privilege of our youngest fundraiser 11 year old Ethan

do our first fundraiser of 2017. Ethan attends Woodcote House

School and his kind and compassionate nature is evident as he 

follows PSF avidly. He was due to attend  our Gambian outreach in

February 2017 which unfortunately has been delayed until further

notice because of the political and social climate. Ethan gave a 

fantastic talk to his peers and raised a staggering £310 as well as a

lot of awareness for PSF. We are so thankful for Ethan’s enthusiasm

in giving the talk and the kind contributions of his friends at school.

Well done Ethan! 



See Us Walk 
Our annual “See us Walk” sponsored walk took place on
Saturday 29th July. This time it was held at Danson Park in
Bexleyheath. The walk was attended by over 50 of us. It
was a good awareness drive as people really noticed us as
we took over a section of the park. People wanted to know
more about PSF. Most of us walked for 5 miles and at the
end of it all we were rewarded with a sumptuous lunch!
Over £200 was raised as well. Thanks to everyone who
made it!

Olumide Dada
We celebrate and appreciate Olumide Dada and the
SkyBranch Mortgages CST at Barclays Bank, Leeds
who have for two years in a row raised Funds and
glasses to help PSF. Their annual fundraising and
‘Goggle box’ collection makes a real difference to PSF.
This year Olumide and the team’s efforts produced
£800 (including the match fund from Barclays Bank)
and over 80 pairs of glasses. Thanks again Barclays.

Continued on page 20 13



2017 in Pictures
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On Saturday 2nd December, ODG Glows had a
fundraising event where all the proceeds came
to PSF. The theme of the event was ‘For your
eyes only’ in honour of PSF and the work they
do. The venue for the event was Park Inn by
Raddison, Thurrock. Tokunbo Giwa (ODG
Glows herself) was on hand to give the 
delegates in attendance a lot of information
and tips as well as practical insights on eye
makeup. Biyi went along and got some very
useful tips for people with sensitive eyes. As a
result of the event £100 was donated to PSF
which helped us on our Christmas Sight Appeal
and ODG Glows has been kind enough to share
some of her tips in this magazine. Thank you
ODG Glows!

“For your eyes only” 
(ODG GLOWS HERSELF)

Fola Shodeinde who works for the Criminal Court Policy Team, in 

London approached Biyi to raise money with her team for PSF. 

She spoke with her team who were more than willing to contribute. 

The team had a fundraiser and donated a share of just over £50. Fola

has been following the work of PSF since its inception and is always

keen to help.  PSF say a big thank you for helping us along the way! 

Criminal Courts Policy Team
at Ministry of Justice 

Special thanks to Wilma Aitchinson and Martin Mbick 
We are forever indebted and extremely grateful to the kindness of Wilma Aitchinson and

Mbick who collectively donated over 400 pairs of glasses to be recycled to PSF in 2017.

They are both dedicated to collecting and giving PSF used glasses. 
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FEATURES

Basic Eye Care 
Aroutine eye test is designed to assess the 

ability to see, focus and discern objects on
one hand, and on the other hand to clinically 
detect any asymptomatic pathologies capable of
slowly impairing our sight.

Whilst everyone needs to take charge of looking
after thier eyes, when it comes to children, par-
ents should be the guardians of their health and 
welfare and need to understand the importance
of regular eye examinations.

Parents in the United Kingdom for example, can
be misled by thinking that school screenings are
enough - but they are not comprehensive eye
tests. Eye tests are the only way to detect issues
such as colour deficiencies, long and short 
sightedness, squints, lazy eye or eyes, presbyopia,
amblyopia, hereditary cataract, etc… 

Recently in one of my locum practices, a routine
test brought to light a 16-year-old girl diagnosed
with a condition called Papilledema. She was 
referred urgently to hospital for treatment so as
to save her sight. 

Many conditions when detected at a young age
(ideally before the age of eight) have the best 
possible outcome and developmental and 
educational progress is not hindered by ensuring
that their vision is of the best quality.

According to World Through Our Eyes from the
Essilor.co.uk, “80% of what children learn is
through visually processing information. If their
sight is affected, this can disrupt their learning and
ability to absorb information considerably, making
good eyesight crucial to education and a child’s
development. 

for 
Children 
and Families 

by Martin Mbick Optometrist and CEO, Specsglasses.co.uk
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With 30% of children suffering (under 16) from
a sight problem, it isn’t just their education that
may be affected but their health (causing
headaches, etc.) and their ability to interact and
engage with others around them.

An estimated 19 million children are visually 
impaired. Of these, 12 million are impaired 
because of refractive errors, which can be easily
diagnosed and corrected. That’s 12 million 
children struggling more than they need to when
a simple eye test can improve their quality of life”.
The updated Eye Health Focus report published
by the college of Optometrists (UK) over twelve
months ago, revealed that a quarter of the 
parents (25%) said their child have never had an
eye test. These numbers demonstrate clearly that
parents should keep an eye on their family 
members particularly children and routinely get
their eyes tested once a year. 

The usage of visual display units (computers, 
mobile phones etc) and the exposure to Ultra 
Violet (UV) light can be problematic for children
as UV has a cumulative impact on their eye sight.
It is advisable to wear sunglasses from a young
age because younger eyes are more delicate than
older ones. Contact lenses and sports glasses can
also be used if kids are very active, irrespective of
their prescription. 

It is not a fatality for kids and young adult to wear
corrective spectacles. It might not be what 
parents desire but for the kid’s sake, it is a 
necessity should it become a requirement. I 
personally remember that feeling as a parent and
as an Optician when I found out that my son
Joshua was going to wear spectacles at the age
of 2. Initially I felt angry but I quickly embraced it
knowing it was for his good. Today he looks great
with his spectacles and has sports spectacles as
he is a keen basketballer.

Lineage

While it is important to keep an eye on our 
children, we should take charge of our own eye
care by addressing any eye conditions from our
lineage that we know of.
It is important to find out from our parents and
grandparents, aunties and uncles who among
them suffered from glaucoma, diabetes, high
cholesterol (hypercholesterolemia), heart diseases,
mental health etc.… simply because the above
conditions are hereditary and can affect us as well
as our children. Some of them show no signs and
symptoms.
Here is the good news, for most of these 
conditions as related to sight, eg: diabetes 
effective management is available on the onset.
The sad news however is if they are detected at
an advanced stage they can cause irreversible
sight lost.

Advice

I always advocate a very basic routine as below: 

Firstly, have a medical diary where the dates of
routine eye tests are noted annually for each 
family member, particularly the children. 

Secondly, take time to investigate your ancestry
and make note of any adverse conditions. 

Finally, take charge of your sight because a lack
of clarity can potentially diminish your quality of
life.  

So book a test today!!



Learning how to apply eye makeup is important

to help frame your face. But you may not feel

that keen to learn if you have sensitive eyes due

to discomfort and for that reason , the chances

that you will be avoiding eye makeup is pretty

high. You may find the mere application of any

eye makeup irritating, resulting in watery and or

itchy eyes and it is unattractive having red eyes

or smudged eye make up because of constant 

rubbing.

The good news is that you do not have to avoid

makeup altogether. With a few simple tips, you

can frame your face with beautiful eyes, no 

matter what the occasion.

FEATURES

ODG GLOWS TIPS FOR 
SENSITIVE EYES AND MAKE UP 

BY TOKS GIWA, 
BEAUTICIAN AND 
CEO ODG GLOWS

•   Choose hypoallergenic and ophthalmologist –

     tested products. 

•   Read the label and make sure it is fragrance

     free and does not contain irritating chemicals 

     such as parabens and bismuth oxychloride.

•   Examples of hypoallergenic makeup are mineral

     makeup or mineral based cosmetics. They have

     only a few ingredients in them.

•   Do not go out and invest in a lot of mineral

     based or hypoallergenic products just yet. Try

     one brand or product at a time for a few days

     to see how you get on with it.

Here are some helpful tips
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Other helpful tips are:

1. Always use clean brushes
It is important to clean your brushes regularly to
avoid the build up of dirt on brushes due to use.
It might lead to eye infections. 

To clean your brushes, use a mild soap or 
shampoo and leave them to dry on a clean cloth
or a towel. DO NOT wash with hot water. It will
damage your brush hairs. Always use lukewarm
water instead. Wash using a gentle circular 
motion on your hand.

2. Creamy Shadows
Powder shadows flake and could irritate the eye.
Creamy shadows will be the preferred alternative
since they do not flake. For the same reason as
powder shadows, if possible try to avoid glittery
or shimmery eye shadows as well.

3. Avoid Lining Your Inner Eye
Using eyeliners can be  uncomfortable for 
sensitive eyes. The main purpose of using any
eyeliner is to define the eyes. This can still be
achieved for sensitive eyes without lining the
inner eye. 

Tip: Do not line too close to the lashes.
Also line outside the eye  instead of  the
water line

4. Replace Your Products Often
Try to replace your eye products often to reduce
eye irritation. Even though they are kept clean,
there is a risk of bacteria getting into your make
up products. Another important tip is, make sure
you have clean hands when applying makeup.

5. Primer and Foundation
Apart from keeping your makeup in place, they
also act as a barrier between the sensitive skin
around the eyes and makeup. Primers and 
foundations for the eye area are sheerer and
smoother than the ordinary ones. But also choose
the right eye makeup for sensitive skin.

6. Mascara
Mascaras that are formulated to lengthen your
eyelashes could cause irritation in sensitive eyes
due to the fibers in such mascaras.

7. Always Remove Makeup:
Do not get in the habit of forgetting or feeling
too lazy about removing make up often especially
if you have sensitive eyes. You should always
make it a point to remove all the makeup in your
eyes using a mild cleanser or with a makeup 
remover. By removing the makeup, you also 
protect your eyes from all kinds of infections or
dirt getting in them.

Sensitive eyes require a lot of testing to find the
best suitable product. By following these 
techniques, measures and cleanliness, you can
still flaunt beautiful eyes.

Easy Steps for Applying Eye Make up 

• Apply eye primer all over your eyelids from
above the lashes to the brow bone. Use your
fingers, make up applicator or brush. This
helps make up easier to apply and stay put. 

• Apply concealer under your eyes to cover dark
circles, or fine lines. Follow with a loose 
mineral or pressed powder to help set and
blend it in.

• A light eye shadow shade goes under the
brow bone to give it definition and a lift. 

• A darker colour is applied on the crease of
your lid. Start about 1/3 of the way from the
inner corner of your eye and extend to the
outer corner.

• Use a separate brush to blend all the shades.
• Next apply eyeliner
• Apply mascara next. Start at the base of your

lashes and sweep upward towards the tips.
You can also do the same for the bottom, 
if you choose.



Let’s hear from some lovely people we
partnered with in 2017
CHILDREN’S SMILEY 
DAY EVENT

My name is Olasimbo Ojuroye, the CEO of
Sparkle foundation for Orphans and the less
privileged. I love children and their welfare
which brought about the birth of Sparkle. We
had the first event in 2006, which was tagged
“Smiley Day Event”. 

I am passionate about those in need and would
like to see a world where all the basic needs of
children are met. We want to see children thrive
in all areas of their wellbeing. We support 
as many children as we can individually and
also get them involved in our Children’s 
Day Smiley event. Sparkle also provide and 
collaborate with other organisations concerning
healthcare awareness. 

I have the privilege of knowing Biyi Adewumi,
of Precious Sight Foundation as we attended the
same secondary school (Methodist Girls High
School Yaba, Lagos). She is really a God send to
Africa especially after going through her ordeal
with her sight.  We were very excited when she
approached Sparkle Foundation to be part of
the 2017 Children’s May Day Smiley Event,
which was held at the Makoko Community
School, Adekunle. This is an event we have
yearly specifically to put a smile on children’s
faces and let them be the child they are for the
day. A lot of activities including music, bouncy
castles, games, and an award presentation are
given to the children on the day.

Precious Sight Foundation was able to test
about 150 children at the outreach. All of the
children that needed glasses were prescribed
with them. We were particularly pleased as
there was a particular child that needed further
treatment which Precious Sight Foundation was
able to follow through. What is also worth 

mentioning is the fact that we were able to pick
up other underlining issues with some children
whilst they had their eyes tested. The Precious
Sight team faced challenges getting some of the
eye tests done correctly (due to the poor 
understanding of children) but with patience,
dedication and expertise of her committed
professional members, all went well.

The Makoko Community as a whole was very
grateful especially the teachers and parents of
the Children in Makoko Community School.
Sparkle foundation felt more fulfilled collaborat-
ing with Precious Sight Foundation - giving hope
to the less privileged and we hope to do a lot

more together in the future. 
Blessings

Olasimbo Ojuroye

STORMING IKENNE

After many months of planning, the PSF team
led by Mrs Biyi Adewumi travelled to Ikenne
Remo, Ogun State, Nigeria in July 2017 for a
two-day mission. The PSF Operational team
were joined by an enthusiastic and highly 
professional team of optometrists.  The group
were received at the venue, Peak International
School by Mrs Temitope Opeaye and her staff.

In preparation for the visit, the services of the
local town crier had been employed to 
announce the event and invite residents. 
Consultations on the first day, Thursday 27th
July 2017 which started at a slow pace  soon
gained momentum as the day progressed. An
initial glitch with the glasses cutting machine
which could have potentially slowed the process
of issuing prescription glasses was later fixed. 
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By the end of the day, over 250 people had been
seen and about two-thirds of the stock of reading
glasses had been depleted. 

The next day, the queue for consultations had
started swelling even before the arrival of the
team. People had travelled from nearby towns
and due to time constraints, we unfortunately
had to turn  some people back. Prescription and
reading glasses were issued, prescription eye
drops were dispensed and referrals for further 
investigations were given.

The trip was a very humbling experience as some
recipients shared their testimonies. A gentleman
who had been due to go for an eye test (which
would have cost him money he really couldn’t
afford) was seen and given appropriate 
prescription glasses at no cost. He was so grateful
that he offered his vehicle to transport people to
and from the town centre.

The mission was part funded by the kind generos-
ity of friends and family, specifically indigenes of
Ikenne-Remo who also shared in the vision of 
service and giving back to the community. It is
hoped that this will be an annual mission trip with
the belief that PSF can partner with the Ogun

State government in the provision
of annual eye tests to the people of
Ikenne-Remo and its environs.

Moji Adebajo 
Pharmacist and PSF Partner

TITI CHAMPION’S OUR
WORK IN LAGOS

I had the pleasure of partnering with the Precious
Sight Foundation team several times in 2017 both
financially and as a volunteer.  There is a saying
in my language which translates roughly to:  One

needs to see things first hand to appreciate the
amount of work and sacrifice that goes into 
running it.  That is how I felt about my visit to the
Precious Sight Foundation sites where eyes 
examinations, glasses and medication were 
provided free of charge to different individuals of
every age. I realised during these visits that we
take so many things for granted and I made a
vow to myself to help more whenever I could.

One of the sites I visited was a school in Makoko
where roughly 150 student’s eyes were tested.  It
was a well organised system with help from the
teachers and all other volunteers and the children
were so excited to get their eyes tested.  It also
helped me reaslise how important the work being
done by Precious Sight Foundation was. There
were many children who could barely see and felt
blurry vision was just one of those things. On the
Ojodu Outreach I was pleased to meet a young
man who had been involved in an accident and
developed cataracts in his eye.  It was a joy to see
The Foundation take his information in order to
raise money and operate on this young man so
his sight can be restored. 

Biyi & Ade, I have always loved you but on that
day I had a better appreciation for all your 
hardwork, time and effort in giving back to the
society and not just Nigeria but other poor 3rd
world countries in Africa.   I loved you a lot more
(not that that is possible, LOL) after my 
experiences at the various centres.  I am indeed
in awe of you, your friends and family who have
made this foundation what it is today.  I will 
forever thank you for the opportunities you have
given to the needy.  God indeed has a plan for

your lives and this is just the be-
ginning.  Good Luck and God
bless.

Titi Akinlaja
Service Delivery Manager and
PSF Partner  
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Precious Sight Foundation
representatives Biyi
Adewumi and Kemi
Salami arrived in Freetown
on 3rd April. I liaised with

local connections and introduced PSF to The Sierra
Leone Hastings Association (UK). We identified the
Hastings village in the Western Rural Area of 
Freetown as a base for Precious Sight to carry out
their project.  

I picked Kemi and Biyi up from Aberdeen at about
6am in the morning and we drove to the hotel
which was only about five minutes away.  They un-
packed their luggage and although they were tired
we headed out to view the site we were meant to
use which was about an hour away on the outskirts
of Freetown.

On our way we drove through the town centre and
en route visited the Connaught Hospital which is
the main Government Hospital in Freetown.  On 
arrival we met Mr Koroma the Optical lead assigned
to us who showed us around the hospital and 
introduced us to other members of the team. They
were happy to receive us and promised to assist, by
providing staff members who would work with us
to support Precious Sight as this would enhance
their PI (Personal Indicators). We continued our
journey to Hastings.  Traffic was horrendous and
the weather was hot.

On arrival at Hastings we met the Headman of the
village and other members of the Hastings 
Community,  as word had gone out that Precious

Sight will be coming to Hastings. We were also
keenly greeted  by members of the public who had
all been waiting to be seen.  The hall was quickly
rearranged and registration carried out.  Before
midday we started the task which we set out to 
fulfil.

The first day was not as busy as we had hoped, and
we finished at about 4.00pm and headed back to
the hotel.  Precious Sight continued for the next
two days and we saw a total of over 350 people.  

One of the clients we tested was a young boy aged
5. He had been diagnosed with Congenital
Cataracts and other complications. He needed
glasses and he needed them to be changed 
regularly.  
Due to his condition  the correct strength of his
glasses were very high and they had to be specially
made in the UK. Precious Sight arranged for the
glasses to be tailor made and this was sent back to
him in Freetown together  with a total of 60 other
prescription pairs of glasses.  His mother was very
happy as this had caused him issues with his 
education.

This was my first outreach ever and I felt 
overwhelmed by what I saw and the impact it had
on members of the public.  We had people coming
to request that Precious Sight should revisit Sierra
Leone.  People were happy and as word spread
people came in from all parts of Freetown. Apart
from the eye tests we also gave out over 150 eye
drops and another 120 reading glasses.

Patricia Smith 

Missionaries
Perspectives



Bukky 
Durojaiye 
I have known Biyi for the

better part of 40 years and

because I know of the

work she has been doing I 

decided to go on my first

outreach with her to Ojodu. I am also into 

charitable causes so I was keen to see the way PSF

worked.  I was totally amazed at what I saw and as

a result I have decided to work with other 

organisations to engage PSF to help even more

people. On the day I attended we saw over 200

people, young and old. I was intrigued at the whole

process that was set up from the actual testing of

sight to the production of prescription glasses. For

all intents and purposes I found the process to be

very impressive. I was touched at the number of

children that were in need. We worked very hard

throughout the day and encountered all sorts of

people – even some who complained. One thing I

learnt from that experience is that apart from the

giving etc – a lot of patience is required to deal with

the different types of individuals we came across.

The team were very professional and seemed to

have mastered the art of dealing with difficult 

people. 

Being the UK and Ireland President of the

Methodist Girls’ High School, Old Girls’ Association,

we have decided to provide free eyecare to the new

intake of girls in October 2018. I am also working

with the Nigerian School’s Foundation (NSF), UK to

ensure PSF roll out more programmes to other 

secondary schools in Nigeria. We are really proud

of the work PSF is doing and I am very keen to 

promote the work done as it is a worthwhile cause

which is definitely making an impact in the society.

After seeing the impact that PSF have, I have also

committed to personally support in whichever way

I can. 

We went on the trip to Nigeria as we wanted to give back to the country of our heritage. Our
first stop was to St Paul’s Anglican Church in Ojodu where we saw over 200 people on the day.
We started work at about 9.30am and people were already waiting. The Optometrists started
work and we helped by doing odd jobs and giving out glasses. We had to learn to communicate
with illiterate people to explain that they were not to walk around with reading glasses or that
we were fitting frames with lenses but not their prescription. We spent the next 2 days in a 
hamlet called Ishara in Ogun State. It was a rural area and as we approached the small town we
saw the reality of a slum. We were privileged enough to meet so many wonderful people. 
This is what we each had to say –

Even though this was not my first time doing mission work in Africa,
Nigeria was an entirely new experience. There was a desperation
amongst the people to receive aid and the same willingness to wait as
long as it took to receive this aid. 
There was also the same overwhelming gratitude expressed after 
receiving this aid, but despite these similarities the experience felt totally
new. 

Teenagers on a mission!

Temi Adewumi
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I think it had something to do with the fact that on the first mission trip I went on I found myself

working mostly with children but this time the majority of our patients were adults.I didn’t realise

how different this would be. Initially it impacted my confidence when communicating with the 

patients, for some reason I felt uncomfortable directing people who were older than myself however,

I soon learnt my shyness was proving very unproductive. There was always a need to be addressed,

and I did not always have the expertise to do so, admittedly I put pressure on myself because of this

and I found it difficult to remain calm whilst maintaining a level of respect for those who I was 

helping, especially when they failed to respect me. In this I learnt a lot. It taught me about true service.

True service does not come from the response you receive from the people you help but, true service

comes from love. I now know that regardless of how I feel, I must remember what true service is

and allow it to impact how I serve and ultimately be the reason I serve. Therefore, I encourage anyone

who is truly looking to serve to come on a mission trip. It is an amazing way to display the love that

Jesus has for us all. If you are not able to make a mission trip I encourage you to donate, we are all

called to give, service is one form of giving and donating is another, both are appreciated.  All help

is welcome, age is no barrier so please do not hesitate to donate and or offer your time to help 

advance the work of PSF, it would be greatly appreciated and will not go unnoticed.

Travelling to Nigeria with PSF in December was such a great experience as it
was my first missionary trip. It helped me to understand what 
exactly everyone’s donations and contributions do: how much of a 
massive difference it actually makes to people’s lives. The money raised goes
into getting specific lenses that are for both long and short sighted people,
providing reading glasses and hiring local optometrists and eye medications.

The donation of glasses helps a lot too. The frames of the donated glasses are recycled, lenses
fitted and each person’s prescription are used.

Going on the trip helped me to understand that PSF are doing this truly for the sake of others,
giving up their time, travelling to different countries within Africa, to bless the lives of others
and it is an amazing experience I would definitely like to embrace again. 

Over the Christmas period of 2017, my family and I embarked on what
would be my second mission trip. Whilst I was excited for the experience, it
was heavily anticipated due to it taking place in my motherland, Nigeria. The
first two days of the experience were eye-opening. To think that people of
all ages — children, teenagers, parents and grand-parents, finally having the
ability to see the world around them with ease brought about a joy in my
heart. It simply reminded me of how much I take for granted and how
blessed I am. It is one thing to think of restoring eyesight but to actually see

the elation on the face of a grandfather being able to read his trusted pocket Bible effortlessly,
was unbelievably heart-warming. 

Tobi Salami  

Tomi Salami  
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The remaining days of our mission trip were spent in the village, Ishara. Although this caused 
difficulties due to not being fully able to understand and speak in Yoruba, the time spent there
was also memorable and I left with the ability to say a few very useful phrases!
I would have to say the highlight of the trip was just playing with the children. Whilst some were
dependable for helping to organise people into lines, others were just fun to play catch and football
with, in particular a boy ironically named Precious who was a beneficiary of PSF. 

A BIG THANK YOU!

On behalf of the entire PSF Team, including our Trustees and Operational Team we would like to say
a huge thank you to everyone who has contributed to the mission over the years– your sacrifice has
not gone in vain as many grateful people are still taking advantage of your donations.

Thank you for reading this edition of Sight Matters. I hope you have enjoyed the
read. 2017 started with the sad news of Biyi’s mother passing, but despite this
heavy loss Biyi and PSF were able to see and help 4,210 people!

However as you know, PSF never rests on its laurels, we aim to achieve much more
in  2018! For this year, the aim is to see and help a minimum of 6000 people.  Yes
you heard us right 6000 people and guess what….? We need YOU to achieve it
all.  Thank you so much for all your donations so far, we couldn’t have achieved
any of it all without you, and we need you to reach much more people in our quest
to eliminate preventable blindness. The target of seeing 6000 people means a lot
of trips to fund, sustaining missionaries, buying glasses, eye drops…the list goes
on. Cash is still the lifeblood of all missions, so please continue to donate 
generously we and all the people your funds are helping are very grateful. Also, if
you would like to go on one of our missions, please get in touch by email, we
would love to hear from you.

As always we are still collecting your old glasses. Please continue to send them to.  

Precious Sight Foundation
C/O – Quality Link Services Provider Limited,
The Priory, Thremhall Park, Start Hill, Bishops Stortford, 
Hertfordshire, CM22 7WE

Finally, do you have any comments or queries about PSF or this Newsletter? 
Please get in touch by email at info@precioussightfoundation.org, we would love
to hear from you.   

Until the next edition!

Adaobi Nwachuku

EDITOR’S
NOTE
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HOW TO SUPPORT US
SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES

1. EYE HEALTH AWARENESS

Fact
50% of visual impairment is preventable.

Solution
Prevention depends on the population engaging in regular eye
tests and being aware of concerning eye symptoms. This is why
eye health awareness is crucial.

How
Precious Sight Foundation will set up eye health awareness
drop in centres & set up seminars that can be run in schools,
villages et al.

2. GLASSES BANK

Fact
57% of blindness in Nigeria is due to uncorrected refractive
error.

Solution
Providing free glasses is a clear strategy to reduce this statistic.

How
Precious Sight Foundation will have collection points for used
glasses. The frames will be reused after the lenses are broken
and destroyed. New prescription lenses will be fitted into the
frames for patients to whom Precious Sight Foundation have
administered eye tests to.

3. GLAUCOMA

Fact
Glaucoma is a significant cause of blindness in Nigeria and in
the rest of the world. It is known to be more aggressive in 
Afro-Carribeans and damage is irreversible.

Solution
There are well established ways of diagnosing glaucoma early
before significant sight loss and proven medical and surgical
treatment to prevent progression to blindness.

How
‘Selective trabeculoplasty is clinically proven to treat glaucoma
safely and effectively. Precious Sight Foundation will invest in
the Selecta II by Lumenis to provide selective trabeculoplasty in
partnership with an established local ophthalmologist at a 
fraction of standard costs so as to make the service available
to more grass root sufferers.

PARTNERING WITH US IN THE UK
To partner with us on any of the above initiatives you can
make a one off donation

• Card         • Cash           • Cheque

Please confirm amount & make cheques payable to 
“Precious Sight Foundation”.

Alternatively you can set up a standing order by 
completing the following;
£10       £20       £50       £100      £250
...........................................................Other Please Specify

Please pay “Precious Sight Foundation” (Destination 

Account) from my account (Originator Account) the sum as

ticked above on the...............of each calendar month from

................................................20..... until further notice

...........................................................................................

(Please specify end date.)

Signature

Date

Sort Code

Account No.

Reference

PSF

Surname / Firstname

ORIGINATOR ACCOUNT DETAILS

Bank/Building Society Name

Web: www.precioussightfoundation.org
Email: info@precioussightfoundation.org
UK Registered Charity Number 1166395

Precious Sight Foundation is a UK company 
(09121147) Limited By Guarantee

DESTINATION ACCOUNT DETAILS

PRECIOUS SIGHT FOUNDATION (UK)
Barclays Bank
Sort code: 20-25-19
Account no: 63047563

From:

PARTNERING WITH US IN NIGERIA 

PRECIOUS SIGHT CHARITABLE FOUNDATION (NIGERIA) 
FCMB 
Sort Code: 214 150 283
Account no: 3176629012

FOR BOTH ONE OFF DONATIONS AND MONTHLY 
STANDING ORDERS


